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About Us
The figure of Gianni Torcasio.
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Back in the 1990s, the young Gianni Torcasio 
was not even twenty years old. He was born and 
raised in Lamezia Terme in a traditional southern 
family, all values and work to which he devoted both 
his heart and soul. After doing his military service, 
he felt the need to find his own dimension and 
economic independence, so he found employment 
as a wall painter and electrician. He immediately 
showed a natural aptitude for business.

He loved talking to customers, following them 
around, and was even able to foresee their needs. 
He then found a job as a salesman in a hardware 
shop in the city. He was enthusiastic. That job 
became a training ground for understanding 
customers’ needs and learning how to solve their 
problems. He went from being a salesman to a 
sales representative, and as he walked around with 
his briefcase full of samples, he didn’t realise that 
the turning point in his life was near.

Destiny led him to Sicily, where a door factory with 

no sales reps working in Calabria was operating.
But the door that began to open was his own.

In a short time, Gianni was everywhere, there was no 
corner of Calabria he didn’t cover. He travelled the 
length and breadth of the region: proposing, ordering, 
measuring, dreaming of “something larger”. Trucks 
with his goods were constantly arriving and departing 
from Sicily, full of doors for holiday resorts, flats, villas, 
studios and shops.  

He soon earned the nickname: 
“Gianni, the king of doors”

Gianni Torcasio

“He loves talking 
to customers, 

following them, 
and is even able 
to foresee their 

needs”
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History
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Establishment and development of
the company.



T&T Porte got its start thanks to the intuition 
of Gianni Torcasio, who realised at a certain point 
that it was time to focus on security doors. His 
mission was to produce reliable and secure doors 
at competitive prices. Not a small challenge. In the 
midst of a worldwide economic recession, Gianni 
obstinately went in the opposite direction and 
opened his first business in the field of security 
doors in Lamezia, Calabria. 
T&T Porte e Blindati was officially established in 
2008.

The early days were tough, but Gianni gritted his 
teeth. He was sure that the quality of his security 
doors would pay off. And it did. From the production 
of just a few units a day, he quickly increased to 
50/60 standard and oversized security doors, 
conceived, designed and built ad hoc for each 
customer. It was a record for the time, but it was 
only the beginning. Gianni lived between the 
company, hotels, trains and cars, travelling all over 
Italy in search of agents and customers. 

The establishment of T&T
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The company expanded from a small warehouse to a 
company with four warehouses. Fate led him to stay in 
his homeland, to invest in work and quality. T&T became 
his home, the employees his family, the customers his 
children to protect as best he could. He always says: 
«The door is where your home begins and when you 
close it, you must be sure that nothing bad can happen 
to you».

The production of interior doors started in 2013. 
Gianni invested everything he had in state-of-the-art 
equipment: the latest generation of work centres and 
high-quality woodworking machinery, always directed 
by the watchful eye of his master carpenters.

30 representatives
cover every region of 
the nation

T&T’s doors are opening
all over Italy.

Albania, Turkey, 
Morocco, France and 
Tunisia.
are the new emerging markets.



Mission
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Quality/Price ratio, interaction with the
customer, guaranteed assembly carried out 
by qualified installers.



Painstaking work, attention to even the smallest 
details, and a close-knit team that has been working 
for years on cutting and assembly are the main 
ingredients that fuel T&T Porte. The main objective 
is to satisfy our customers so that they only have to 
worry about choosing the most suitable model for 
their interior or exterior. 

It is only by offering prompt assistance and balanced 
prices, together with high-quality materials, that 
we have managed to grow over the years, even 
when the rest of the country seemed paralysed by         
the crisis.
We want to continue along this road, which has 

already been mapped out, by raising our standards ever 
higher, by seeking out only the best parts on the market, 
refining, adjusting and rebalancing our products so that 
they are the best ever. 

Mission

T-Web is a user-friendly software 
that allows, in complete autonomy 
on the Internet, to draw up the best 
quotes to submit to customers in a 
practical and functional way thanks 
to the photo catalogue.
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With a view to customer care and simplifying 
procedures, T-Web was created: the lite version of 
our management system. T-Web is a user-friendly 
software that allows the agent or retailer, in complete 
autonomy on the Internet, to draw up the best quotes 
to submit to customers quickly and functionally thanks 
to the photographic catalogue.

T - WEB



Vision
Product reliability, research and innovation.
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A company that aims, as we do, to 
expand cannot but invest, even at the cost 
of sacrifices. This is what we have done and 
will continue to do. Our team of installers 
can boast comprehensive and professional 
training acquired through participation in 
specific training courses focused on assembly 
(which is one of the pillars of the sector). Our 
assistance reaches customers wherever they 
are in Italy, and in Calabria, the service is 
guaranteed and certified directly by T&T in-
house installers.

Vision

Attention to new trends translates into a 
drive for innovation, both in the field of 
interior doors and security doors (in recent 
years increasingly electronic and digital).

We are one of the few Italian companies to have recently introduced 
the Class 5 anti-burglar security door, a real flagship, the top of 
the range, a revolution in the door sector, which can boast a level of 
security never seen before.
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Made 
in Italy

100% Italian origin of materials; support 
for the Italian supply chain.



From the last screw to the hinge, from the seal 
to the peepholes, from the satin-finished handle to 
the glass for the artistic doors, all the pieces that 
make up our doors are strictly produced in Italy by 
Italian companies. Not imported and then sorted, 
but produced in Italy from the first to the last stage. 
The meticulous and continuous search for the origin 
of each piece leads us to choose only certified, 
reliable and safe suppliers. We have always been 

convinced that details really do make a difference, so 
much so that even in the choice of the smallest pieces 
we devote all possible care and dedication. 

Made in Italy

We have chosen to 
invest in quality in 
order to maintain 
our standards at a 
very high level.

This is our true 
trademark.
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Environment
Packaging, disposal and recycling.



Safe recycling is a daily practice that we conduct 
with great care. Every piece of waste is carefully 
sorted at the end of the day because environmental 
protection is a duty that no company should ignore. 
It is a costly but necessary task, which we carry 
out willingly and in compliance with all applicable 
regulations.

Environment
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In addition, we always 
aim to supply traceable, 
low formaldehyde semi-
finished products and raw 
materials from sustainably 
managed forests (and 
in compliance with 
occupational safety) 
to minimise 
environmental impact.  



Certifications 
Guarantee
Security

Certifications present, 
product guarantees (security 
doors, interior doors) and 
security of the finished and 
assembled product.
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Our security doors are all accompanied by 
security certifications in compliance with EU 
regulations and are covered by a guarantee, 
plus they ensure complete thermal and acoustic 
insulation thanks to the special processes they 
undergo. The materials are water-repellent, with 
low impact if they come into contact with water, 
and originate from companies that boast quality 
certifications in accordance with European 
standards.

Certifications
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As a guarantee to 
our customers, we 
also offer a customer 
service that is 
ready to meet any 
requirements that 
may arise.



Interior Doors
Production between innovative 
technology and design.
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5000 square metres of operative headquarters, 
four warehouses and great passion: this is T&T 
Porte e Blindati. Today, more than ever, interior 
doors are a true furnishing accessory that can 
define the style of a home.

Hinged doors, interior and exterior sliding doors 
folding or with roto-translating technology, are just 
some of the doors that T&T can produce. “A door 
for every room; a door for every need” is our 
motto.
Innovative technology and impeccable know-
how go hand in hand with the use of excellent 
materials, workmanship by skilled workers and the 
management of a completely in-house production 
cycle. All this allows T&T to create highly customised 
interior doors, guaranteeing an exclusive and 
impeccable service without sacrificing style, 
comfort and design. 

T&T’s latest acquisition is a unique pantograph, 
the “Giotto” of doors, a highly professional tool 

able to perform milling, engraving and drilling work 
of the highest precision. Smooth or engraved, with 
or without ashlar, glamorous or with profiles, in glass 
or pantographed, the T&T door is multifaceted, 
customisable in various models, colours, finishes and 
opening systems.
Finally, the wide range of handles to choose from allows 
you to complete the look of the door, which becomes 
an integral part of the entire interior design.

The door becomes an essential element of a home and 
T&T knows how to combine aesthetics and functionality 
in the best possible way. “Come and let us design your 
door to perfection”.

Production of Interior Doors

T&T’s latest 
acquisition is a 

unique pantograph, 
the “Giotto” of 

doors.
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Security Doors
Production between 
security and style.
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A beautiful home starts with a beautiful door, 
as we all know. But can a beautiful door also 
be secure? If you are looking for a door with an 
effective lock, T&T is the company for you. As we 
always say: “You protect yourself outside, we’ll 
take care of you inside”. 

The T&T security door is an excellent combination 
of reliability, beauty and design. Our robust, secure 
and long-lasting products fit perfectly into the 
surrounding architectural context. 

T&T produces security doors with burglar-proof 
certificates, thermal transmittance, air and water 
permeability and soundproofing. They adapt 
perfectly to different needs and are available in 
standard and oversized sizes. 

But thanks to Gianni Torcasio’s intuition, T&T gives 
harmony and elegance to its doors by harmoniously 
coordinating the security door with the rest of the 
interior doors: panels, cover strips and skirting 

boards can thus be made with the same finishes for all 
the collections. 

T&T Porte e Blindati, with its experience, always offers 
an impeccable result.

Production of Security Doors

Our products are 
strong, safe and 

long-lasting.
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T&T Porte e Blindati
Via Savutano, 102/102A
88046 Lamezia Terme (CZ)

Phone +39 0968 46 35 53
WhatsApp +39 331 22 97 219
Fax +39 0968 46 41 90

www.tetporte.it
info@tetporte.it
facebook.com/tetporte

design: cfweb


